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NURS 301*

NURS 302*
This text/access code package must be purchased through Texas A&M University-Texarkana Eagle Central Bookstore. If purchased from an outside source, you will not be purchasing the correct package. This will increase your cost for this course.

NURS 404*
This text/access code package must be purchased through Texas A&M University-Texarkana Eagle Central Bookstore. If purchased from an outside source, you will not be purchasing the correct package. This will increase your cost for this course.

NURS 406*
This text/access code package must be purchased through Texas A&M University-Texarkana Eagle Central Bookstore. If purchased from an outside source, you will not be purchasing the correct package. This will increase your cost for this course.

NURS 407*

*Requirement for all NURS courses